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Abstract. In the present paper we describe TectoMT, a multi-purpose
open-source NLP framework. It allows for fast and eﬃcient development
of NLP applications by exploiting a wide range of software modules already integrated in TectoMT, such as tools for sentence segmentation,
tokenization, morphological analysis, POS tagging, shallow and deep syntax parsing, named entity recognition, anaphora resolution, tree-to-tree
translation, natural language generation, word-level alignment of parallel corpora, and other tasks. One of the most complex applications of
TectoMT is the English-Czech machine translation system with transfer
on deep syntactic (tectogrammatical) layer. Several modules are available also for other languages (German, Russian, Arabic). Where possible,
modules are implemented in a language-independent way, so they can be
reused in many applications.
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1

Introduction

Most non-trivial NLP (natural language processing) applications exploit several
tools (e.g. tokenizers, taggers, parsers) that process data in a pipeline. For developers of NLP applications it is beneﬁcial to reuse available existing tools and
integrate them in the processing pipeline. However, it is often the case that the
developer has to spend more time with the integration and other auxiliary work
than with the development of new tools and innovative approaches. The auxiliary work involves studying documentation of the reused tools, compiling and
adjusting the tools in order to run them on the developer’s computer, training
models if these are needed and not included with the tools, writing scripts for
data conversions (the tools may require diﬀerent input format or encoding), resolving incompatibilities between the tools (e.g. diﬀerent tagsets assumed), etc.
Such a work is ineﬃcient and frustrating. Moreover, if it is done in an ad-hoc
style, it must be done again for other applications.
The described drawbacks can be reduced or eliminated by using an NLP
framework that integrates the needed tools, so the tools can be combined into
various pipelines serving for diﬀerent purposes. Most of the auxiliary work is
already implemented in the framework and developers can focus on the more
creative part of their tasks. Some frameworks enable easy addition of thirdparty tools (usually using so-called wrappers) and development of new modules
within the framework.
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In this paper, we report on a novel NLP framework called TectoMT.1 In
Sect. 2, we describe its architecture and main concepts. Sect. 3 concerns implementation issues. Finally, in Sect. 4, we brieﬂy describe and compare other NLP
frameworks.

2

TectoMT Architecture

2.1

Blocks and Scenarios

TectoMT framework emphasizes modularity and reusability at various levels.
Following the fundamental assumption that every non-trivial NLP task can be
decomposed into a sequence of subsequent steps, these steps are implemented
as reusable components called blocks. Each block has a well deﬁned (and documented) input and output speciﬁcation and also a linguistically interpretable
functionality in most cases. This facilitates rapid development of new applications by simply listing the names of existing blocks to be applied to the data.
Moreover, blocks in this sequence (which is called scenario) can be easily substituted with an alternative solution (other blocks), which attempts at solving
the same subtask using a diﬀerent approach or method.2
For example, the task of morphological and shallow-syntax analysis (and disambiguation) for English text consists of ﬁve steps: sentence segmentation, tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and parsing. In TectoMT we
can arrange various scenarios to solve this task, for example:
Scenario A

Scenario B

Sentence_segmentation_simple
Penn_style_tokenization
TagMxPost
Lemmatize_mtree
McD_parser

Each_line_as_sentence
Tokenize_and_tag
Lemmatize_mtree
Malt_parser

In the scenario A, tokenization and tagging is done separately in two blocks
(Penn_style_tokenization and TagMxPost, respectively), whereas in the scenario
B, the same two steps are done in one block at once (Tokenize_and_tag). Also
diﬀerent parsers are used.3
1
2
3

http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tectomt/
Scenarios can be adjusted also by specifying parameters for individual blocks. Using
parameters, we can deﬁne, for instance, which model should be used for parsing.
Penn_style_tokenization is a rule-based block for tokenization according to Penn
Treebank guidelines (http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~ treebank/tokenization.html).
TagMxPost uses Adwait Ratnaparkhi’s tagger [1]. Tokenize_and_tag uses Aaron
Coburn’s Lingua::EN::Tagger CPAN module. Lemmatize_mtree is a block for English lemmatization handling verbs, noun plurals, comparatives, superlatives and
negative preﬁxes. It uses a set of rules (about one hundred regular expressions inspired by morpha [2]) and a list of words with irregular lemmatization. McD_parser
uses MST parser 0.4.3b [3], Malt_parser uses Malt parser 1.3.1 [4].
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TectoMT currently includes over 400 blocks – approximately 140 blocks are
speciﬁc for English, 120 for Czech, 60 for English-to-Czech transfer, 30 for other
languages and 50 blocks are language-independent. Some of them contain only
few lines of code, some solve complex linguistic phenomena. In order to prevent
code duplications, many tools and routines are implemented as separate modules,
which can be used in more blocks. TectoMT integrates NLP tools such as:
– ﬁve taggers for English, three taggers for Czech, one tagger for German,
Russian and Spanish,
– two constituency parsers for English, two dependency parsers for English,
three dependency parsers for Czech, two dependency parsers for German,
– a named entity recognizer for English, and two named entity recognizers for
Czech.
New components are still being added, as there are more than ten programmers
contributing to the TectoMT repository at present.
2.2

Applications

Applications in TectoMT correspond to end-to-end NLP tasks, be they real
end-user applications (such as machine translation), or only NLP-related experiments. Applications usually consist of three phases:
1. conversion of the input data to the TectoMT internal format, possibly split
into more ﬁles,
2. applying a scenario (i.e. a sequence of blocks) to the ﬁles,
3. conversion of the resulting ﬁles to the desired output format.
Technically, applications are often implemented as Makeﬁles, which only glue
the three phases.
Besides developing the English-Czech translation system [5], TectoMT was
also used in applications such as:
– machine translation based on Synchronous Tree Substitution Grammars and
factored translation [6],
– aligning tectogrammatical structures of parallel Czech and English
sentences [7],
– building a large, automatically annotated parallel English-Czech treebank
CzEng 0.9 [8],
– compiling a probabilistic English-Czech translation dictionary [9],
– evaluating metrics for measuring translation quality [10],
– complex pre-annotation of English tectogrammatical trees within the Prague
Czech English Dependency Treebank project [11],
– tagging the Czech data set for the CoNLL Shared Task [12],
– gaining syntax-based features for prosody prediction [13],
– experiments on information retrieval [14],
– experiments on named entity recognition [15],
– conversion between diﬀerent deep-syntactic representations of Russian sentences [16].
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Layers of Language Description

TectoMT proﬁts from the stratiﬁcational approach to the language, namely it
deﬁnes four layers of language description (listed in the order of increasing level
of abstraction): raw text (word layer, w-layer), morphological layer (m-layer),
shallow-syntax layer (analytical layer, a-layer), and deep-syntax layer (layer of
linguistic meaning, tectogrammatical layer, t-layer).
The strategy is adopted from the Functional Generative Description theory
[17], which has been further elaborated and implemented in the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) [18]. We give here only a very brief summary of the key
points.
– morphological layer (m-layer)
Each sentence is tokenized and each token is annotated with a lemma and
morphological tag. For details see [19].
– analytical layer (a-layer)
Each sentence is represented as a shallow-syntax dependency tree (a-tree).
There is one-to-one correspondence between m-layer tokens and a-layer nodes
(a-nodes). Each a-node is annotated with the so-called analytical function,
which represents the type of dependency relation to its parent (i.e. its governing node). For details see [20].
– tectogrammatical layer (t-layer)
Each sentence is represented as a deep-syntax dependency tree (t-tree). Autosemantic (meaningful) words are represented as t-layer nodes (t-nodes).
Information conveyed by functional words (such as auxiliary verbs, prepositions and subordinating conjunctions) is represented by attributes of t-nodes.
Most important attributes of t-nodes are: tectogrammatical lemma, functor
(which represents the semantic value of syntactic dependency relation) and
a set of grammatemes (e.g. tense, number, verb modality, deontic modality,
negation).
Edges in t-trees represent linguistic dependencies except for several special cases, most notable of which are paratactic structures (coordinations). In
these cases, there is a diﬀerence between the topological parent of a node (i.e.
the parent as it is saved in the tree) and the eﬀective parent (i.e. the governing node in a linguistic sense). Analogously, there is a notion of topological
children and eﬀective children. For details see [21].
Apart from the described layers, TectoMT also deﬁnes phrase-structure layer
(p-layer) for storing constituency trees. This layer is approximately on the same
level of abstraction as the a-layer.
2.4

Documents, Bundles and Trees

Every document is saved in one ﬁle and consists of a sequence of sentences. Each
sentence is represented by a structure called bundle, which stands for ‘a bundle
of trees’. Each tree can be classiﬁed according to:
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Fig. 1. English-Czech parallel text annotated on three layers of language description is
saved in a TectoMT document, each sentence in one bundle. We show only a simpliﬁed
representation of the trees in the ﬁrst bundle.

– layer of language description (M=m-layer, A=a-layer, T=t-layer),
– language (e.g. Arabic, Czech, English, German4 ),
– indication whether the sentence was created by analysis (S=source) or by
transfer or synthesis (T=target).
In other words, each bundle contains trees that represent the same sentence
in diﬀerent languages, layers and source/target direction (hence sentences in
multilingual documents are implicitly aligned, see Fig. 1). TectoMT trees are
denoted by the three coordinates, e.g. analytical layer representation of an English sentence acquired by analysis is denoted as SEnglishA, tectogrammatical
layer representation of a sentence translated to Czech is denoted as TCzechT.
This naming convention is used on many places in TectoMT: for naming blocks
(see Sect. 3), for naming node identiﬁers, etc. The convention is extremely useful
for a machine translation that follows the analysis-transfer-synthesis scheme as
illustrated in Fig. 2 using Vauquois diagram. Nevertheless, also the blocks for
other NLP tasks can be classiﬁed according to the languages and layers on which
they operate.
4

In the near future, TectoMT will migrate to using ISO 639 language codes (e.g. ar,
cs, en, de) instead of full names.
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Fig. 2. Vauquois diagram for translation with transfer on tectogrammatical layer

A-layer and t-layer structures are dependency trees, so it is natural to handle
them as tree data structures. M-layer structure is a sequence of tokens with
associated attributes, which is handled in TectoMT as a special case of a tree
(all nodes except the technical root are leaves of the tree). W-layer (raw text) is
represented as string attributes stored within bundles.

3
3.1

TectoMT Implementation
Design Decisions

TectoMT is implemented in Perl programming language under Linux. This does
not exclude the possibility of releasing platform-independent applications made
of selected components (platform-independent solutions are always preferred in
TectoMT). TectoMT modules are programmed in object-oriented programming
style using inside-out classes (following [22]). Some of the modules are just Perl
wrappers for tools written in other languages (especially Java and C).
TectoMT is a modern multilingual framework and it uses open standards
such as Unicode and XML. TectoMT is neutral with respect to the methodology
employed in the individual blocks: fully stochastic, hybrid, or fully rule-based
approaches can be used.
3.2

TectoMT Components and Directory Structure

Each block is a Perl class inherited from TectoMT::Block and each block is saved
in one ﬁle. The blocks are distributed into directories according to the languages
and layers on which they operate. For example, all blocks for deep-syntactic analysis of English (i.e. for generating t-trees from a-trees) are stored in a directory
SEnglishA_to_SEnglishT. In this paper, we use for simplicity only short names
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Fig. 3. Components of the TectoMT framework

of blocks, so e.g. instead of the full name SEnglishA_to_SEnglishT::Assign_grammatemes we write only Assign_grammatemes.
TectoMT is composed of two parts (see Fig. 3). The ﬁrst part (the versioned
part), which contains TectoMT core classes and utilities, format converters,
blocks, applications, and in-house tools, is stored in an SVN repository, so that
it can be developed in parallel by more developers. The second part (the shared
part), which contains linguistic data resources, downloaded third-party tools and
the software for visualization of TectoMT ﬁles (Tree editor TrEd [23]), is shared
without versioning because (a) it is supposed to be changed rather additively, (b)
it is huge, as it contains large data resources, and (c) it should be automatically
reconstructible simply by downloading (and installing) the needed components.
3.3

Data Formats

The internal TectoMT format (tmt ﬁles) is an XML with a schema deﬁned in
Prague Markup Language [24]. It is similar to the format used for the Prague
Dependency Treebank 2.0 [18], but all representations of a textual document at
the individual layers of language description are stored in a single ﬁle. TectoMT
includes converters for various formats and corpora (e.g. Penn Treebank [25],
CoNLL [12], EMILLE [26], PADT [27]).
Scenarios are saved in plain text ﬁles with a simple format that enables including of other scenarios.
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Parallel Processing of Large Data

TectoMT can be used for processing huge data resources using a cluster of computers.5 There are utilities that take care of input data distribution, ﬁltering,
parallel processing, logging, error checks, and output data collection. In order
to allow eﬃcient and ﬂawless processing, input data (i.e. corpora) should be
distributed into many tmt ﬁles (with about 50 to 200 sentences per ﬁle). Each
ﬁle can be processed independently, so this method scales well to any number of
computers in a cluster. For example, the best version of translation from English
to Czech takes about 1.2 seconds per sentence plus 90 seconds for initial loading
of blocks in memory per computer (more precisely per cluster job).6 Using 20
computers in a cluster we can translate 2000 sentences in less than 4 minutes.
TectoMT was used to automatically annotate the parallel treebank CzEng 0.9
[8] with 8 million sentences, 93 million English and 82 million Czech words.

4

Other NLP Frameworks

In Tab. 1, we summarize some properties of TectoMT and four other NLP frameworks:
– ETAP-3 is an NLP framework for English-Russian and Russian-English
translation developed in the Computational linguistics laboratory of the Institute for Information Transmission Problems of the Russian Academy of
Sciences. [28]
– GATE is one of the most widely used NLP frameworks with integrated graphical user interface. It is being developed at University of Sheﬃeld. [29]
– OpenNLP7 is an organizational center for open source NLP projects, which
oﬀers several NLP tools (and maximum entropy language models).
– WebLicht8 is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for building annotated
German text corpora.
Each of the frameworks was developed for diﬀerent purposes with diﬀerent preferences in mind, so it is not possible to choose the universally best framework.
There is a number of NLP frameworks for shallow analysis or translation (apart
from those listed in Tab. 1, e.g. Apertium [31] or UIMA [32]). However, we
are aware only of two tree-oriented (rather than sequence-oriented or chunkoriented) frameworks capable of deep syntax analysis (and translation) – TectoMT and ETAP-3. Unlike ETAP-3, TectoMT is publicly available and allows
for combining statistical and rule-based approaches (whereas ETAP-3 is strictly
rule-based).
5
6

7
8

We use Sun Grid Engine, http://gridengine.sunsource.net/
Most of the initialization time is spent with loading translation and language models (about 8 GiB). Other applications presented in this paper are not so resourcedemanding, so they are loaded in a few seconds.
http://opennlp.sourceforge.net
http://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/englisch/index.shtml
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Table 1. Comparison of NLP frameworks. Notes:
a: ETAP-3 is a closed-source project, only a small demo is available online –
http://cl.iitp.ru/etap
b: WebLicht is designed to oﬀer web services for ﬁve universities in Germany, but we
have not found any service for public use.
c: Functional Generative Description theory [17]
d: Meaning-Text Theory [30]
e: The purpose of NLP frameworks is to serve for various applications. However, some
applications may be considered characteristic for a given framework.
MT = Machine Translation, IE = information extraction.

developed since
license for public use
main prog. language
linguistic theory
strictly rule-based
main applicatione
uses deep syntax

5

TectoMT
2005
GPL
Perl
FGDc
no
MT
yes

ETAP-3
1980s
noa
C/C++
MTTd
yes
MT
yes

GATE
1996
LGPL
Java

OpenNLP
2003
LGPL
Java

WebLicht
2008
nob
?

no
IE
no

no

no
annotation
no

no

Summary

TectoMT is a multilingual NLP framework with a wide range of applications
and integrated tools. Its main properties are:
– emphasized eﬃcient development, modular design and reusability
There are cleanly separated low-level core routines (for processing documents, handling dependency trees and data serialization) and blocks for
processing linguistic task. The users can easily add new blocks, which are
written in a full-ﬂedged programming language. TectoMT also integrates
third-party tools and software for viewing the processed data.
– stratiﬁcational approach to the language
TectoMT uses four layers of language description, which are linguistically
interpretable (though this does not mean that TectoMT is a strictly rulebased framework). On the shallow and deep syntactic layer, sentences are
represented as dependency trees. Annotation conventions are adopted mainly
from commonly used corpora (PennTB, PDT).
– uniﬁed object-oriented interface for accessing data structures
TectoMT tries to minimize ﬁle-based communication between the blocks in
processing pipelines. The uniﬁed object-oriented interface allows for processing large amounts of data with complex data structures.
– comfortable development
The analysis of sentences can be examined and edited in the tree editor TrEd.
TectoMT also oﬀers tools for parallel processing, testing and debugging,
standard structure of blocks and documentation.
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